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9v9 - Passing and Receiving - Combination play

Set Up: Have a couple of small sided fields set up - Using cones for
goals is good.
As players arrive we should have them engaged in
constructive soccer activities - rondos, skills challenges or free play.
Free Play is that as they turn up they get into a scrimmage - start with
1v1 the 2v1, 2v2 and so on. Once it gets to 4v4 maybe start a new field
- the more small sided the games are the more touches the players
will get on the ball and be engaged from the start
This can be played before the session start time and no more than 10
minutes after the start time of your session
Coaching Points:
This free play does not need to be coached, just supervised - the
players can essentially choose their own teams if they want. No
specific rules or restriction in place as the session has not started -
LET THEM PLAY.

Free Play

4 Players on the outside of a square, spread out evenly, 2 with a
balland 2 without. 2 in the inside.
Play the ball to the inside, make a combination on the inside and then
play the ball to a player on the outside with out a ball.
Look for the other ball and play with that, again receiving and creating
the combination in the middle
Aim:
Improve movement and body shape when receivng the ball - Hips
open, first touch into space.
Improve Speed of decision making
Progression - Have 1 of the outside players come inside the square
and become a defender - meaning 3 players on the outside, work with
2 players on the inside to keep the ball away from 1 defender. If the
defender wins the ball, they swap roles with whoever they won it off.
This encourages working together, team work but also keeping your
space and finding passing lanes/options at all times.
Coaching Points:
Awareness - where are you on the field, where is the next pass or move going.
Open up to see as much of the field.
Play with speed - limited touched
Firm passing, locked ankle, follow through.

Combination Play

2v1 to wide gates - In a suitably sized area there are 3 groups of
players as shown in diagram - 2 groups will be the attacking players
and the other group will be opposite them and be the defenders.
Play starts with one of the 2 attacking players - as soon as they bring
the ball into play a defender can start to close them down. The
attacking 2 need to try and score by dribbling through the 2 wide gates
on the line that the defenders are standing on. If the defenders win the
ball they can try to score by passing or dribbling through the 2 wide
gates on the attacking players line.
Encourage the movement off the ball from the team mate. If there is
pressure on the player with the ball, that player should look to pass to
their team mate who has found good space to help their team mate -
good space being in a position to receive the ball, not just lots of
space and hiding behind the defender.
Progressions - 
- Passing mean points - If they pass 4 times before scoring their 4
passes and the goal are added together and make 5 goals. 
- 3v2 - Make it more challenging by adding more players.
Coaching points :
- Communication - who is bringing on the ball - where is the open player to help them in to your left/I am in front of you - if the player on the
ball has time or space to move into a new position.
- Movement on the ball - On the ball if there is space to move into and it is beneficial to do so, move into that space - Dribble towards the
goals if given the opportunity.
- Movement off the ball - Be a good passing option - do not hide behind the defender - can your movement drag away or distract the

2v1 to wide gates



- Movement off the ball - Be a good passing option - do not hide behind the defender - can your movement drag away or distract the
defender to allow more time and space for the player on the ball.

In an area suitable for a scrimmage - 2 teams - each team has a player
on the end line opposite each other - one team going from east to
west  - one team going from north to south (as shown in diagram).
If team A are going from north to south and B east to west - If A has
possession they need to get the ball from one side of the field to the
other, having a target player in each end line/end zone - if successful
they win a point. to score another point they need to move the ball in
the opposite direction. If team B wins the ball they keep it but they now
try and move the ball to one of their target players to then try and
switch the field to go the opposite way.
Swap the players in the end zone every 3 minutes
Progression - The player who passes the ball into the target player
now swaps roles with that player meaning the receiving player (the
target player) can now dribble the ball into play as they are no longer
on the end line.
Objective is to pass and move the ball from one end to the other - point
scored for each successful switch of play
Coaching Points:
Moving with and without the ball - Create passing opportunities with your team mates - Move away from the ball to drag a defender away
and create space for the player with the ball.
Communication - wanting the ball but also helping the player on the ball with their decisions.
Decision making - when to pass, move or dribble.

North to South, East to West Big game

Let them play 
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.
Offer encouragement for passing and build up play - if a goal is
scored, the amount of passes they made in the build up to the goal is
added tot he goal ie 4 passes that lead to a goal = 5 goals.
We do not score goals unless we hit shots

SSG - Scrimmage
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